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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we construct the sequences of the sheaves of homotopy groups of a pair 
(XA) and of a tıiple (XA3), where X is a connected, locally path connected, and 
semilocally simply connected topological space and A, B are both öpen connected, locally 
path connected, and semilocally simply connected subspaces of X with B c A c X.
Furthermore, we prove the existence of a homomorphism induced by a continuous map 
f: (XA) (Y3) (respectively, f: (X,A3) —> (Y,C,D)) between the sequences of the 
sheaves of homotcçy groups of the pairs (XA) and (Y,B) (respectively, of the triples 
(XA,B) and (Y,C,a)).

1. INTRODÜCTION

The theory of sheaves, developed and applied to various topological 
problems, has recently beer applied to algebraic geometry and to the 
theory of functions of several complex variables. Furthermore, for 
homology and cohomology groups in algebraic topology and algebraic 
geometry, the “coefficient” groups must often be taken locally; that is, 
should be sheaves of groups. This is one of the basic reasons for 
considering sheaves. Now let X be a connected, locally path connected 
and semilocally simply connected topological space with base point 
For n > 1, the nth homotopy gıoup 7c^(X,Xp) of X is defıned to be the 
homotopy classes of maps a: (I",!”) -> (Xptg) such that afi”) c X and 
a(İ") = x^, where l“ = {(tp...,tp e E" | 0 < t. < 1, i = l,...di} is n-cube 
and İ“ its boundary. Equivalently, tc^(XA(j) may be regarded as the 
homotopy classes of base-point preserving maps a: (S"j’p) —> (X,X()) such 
that afS”) c X and cx(P(j) = X(), where S" is n-sphere and = (l,0,...,0).
n (X,x ) is abeîian for n > 1. Let S (X) be the disjoint union of the nth 

n 0 n n
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homotopy groups obtained for each x g X, i.e., SJX) = V xeX n^(X,x).
Steenrod [5] showed that S (X) is a bundle of coefficients. On the other 

n

hand, it is known that S^(X) is an algebraic sheaf. Indeed, for each
a e S|^(X), define a map <p; X as, ((>(a) = <p([a]^) = x, where
X G X and a = g njj(XA). Let X(, g X be arbitrary fixed point.X
Then there exists a path connected öpen neighborhood W = W(Xp) of X(^ 
such that for any two points x and y in W, every pair of paths in W 
joining X to y are homotopic in X with endpoints held fixed since X is 
locally path connected and semilocally simply connected. If y is a path 
from Xp to x^ for any x^ G W, then y induces an isomorphism

for ali n, given by {y*)]^([O!oX]^) = [a^]^ ıvhich depends only on the 
homotopy class of y. Therefore we can define a mapping s: W(x^) -> 
(X) with s(xp = (y*)jj([ag]x) = t“ı]x • Clearly, s is well-defined. In fact, 
if y^ and are two paths ın W from x^ to Xp then they are homotopic 
in X with endpoints held fixed. Hence (yj*)^ = Moreover, (p o s =

and s(x^) = [aj^ e rt^(X,X(j). For each x e X, ali such sets s(W) =lw’ ' 
W M V U W

{s(x) = [a] G S (X): X G W c X} form a basis for the topology on X n
S^(X). Indeed, let Wp be any two patlı connected subsets of X and
o G Sj(Wp n s^(wp. Then si’ agree at (p(c) (p([a]p =
(xG rı Wp and by the definition of the mappings s , s^, Sj(W^ n
= n Therefore o has a basic neighborhood n =
s,(W n W ) inside s (W ) n s (W ). It follows that s is a continuous 
2 1 2 11 2 2

mapping with respect to this topology. Let x g X be any point and V =
V(x) c X be an öpen neighborhood of x. Since ip ^(V) = V 

isi
continuous with respect to the topology on S|j(X). Moreover,

s.(V), (p is 
9 I s/V):

s.(V) V is a homeomorphism for every i e 1. Then (p is locally 
topological. Therefore (SJX),(p) is a sheaf on X. It is called the sheaf of
nth homotopy groups. For n 1, S (X) is called the sheaf of n
fundamental groups [13]. It is a sheaf of abelian groups for n > 1. By 
the definition, (S^(X),<p) is also a covering space on X. For every x g X, 
(p“\x) = 7t^(Xpc) is called the stalk of the sheaf and denoted by (SJX))^. 
The continuous map s: W -4 SJX) is called a section of S^(X) över W.
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The collection of ali sections of S (X) över a fixed path connected öpen 
subset W of X is denoted by r(W,S (X)). The set r(W,S (X)) is a group 

n n

with the pointwise addition. Furthermore, if A c X is öpen, SyX) | = 
(p“\A) n (X,x) , then (S (X) | , tp | (S (X)) |^)) is a subsheaf of

If A is an öpen connected, locally path connected, and semilocally 
simply connected subspace of X, then nth relative homotopy group
7tyXA.X(j) of pair (X,A) with base point in A is defined as the set of ali 
homotopy classes of the maps a: (I", J"~^) -> (X,A,X(j) such that

tn-1afi”) c X, a(r 5 c A and a(J“ ’) = x^, where I'
= 0}, = i" - intl“~\ Equivalently, we may represent [a] e
by a map a: (E", S”"^J‘J (X,A,x„), where E" = {(t.....t) e E" | t +

2 (T 0 İn 1
... + tjj < 1} is the unit n-cell, S“~ “■* ~ fv \ \ —

n-l fn

= {(t e I” I t 
'■^1 n n

is the (n-l)-sphere. 7C (X,A,x„) is an 
n 0

abelian group for n > 2. Let S^(XA) = 7tyX,A,x). Sjj(XA.) is a set 
över A. and the map <p: S]](X,A) -> A defined by (p(a) = <p([a]p = x for 
any x e A, e S]j(XA). is onto. Similarly it is readily checked that 
S (X,A) is an algebraic sheaf. For n > 2, S (XA) is the sheaf of abelian 

n n

groups.

As indicated, is only defined for n > 1, while Jt^(XA,xp is
only defined for n > 2. It is often useful to introduce and
jij(XA^p). Let S° be the unit 0-sphere and the point (1,0). Then 
jt(j(X,X(j) is defined to be the set of homotopy classes of maps a: (S^ 

-» (X,Xp). We will not attempt to give this set any algebraic structure. It 
is clear that 7c^(X,x^ has one element for each path component of X. 
Since X is path connected 7t^(X,Xy) is the pair (X,x^). In a similar 
manner use the symbol Jtj(XA^Q) to denote the set of ali homotopy 
classes of maps a: (X,AA(j). The “identity elements” of this
set is the class of the constant map E* —> X() and is denoted by 0.

2. THE SEÇUENCE OF THE SHEAVES OF HOMOTOPY 
GROUPS OF A PAIR (XA)

Let X be a connected, locally path connected, and semilocally simply 
connccted topological space and A be an öpen connected, locally path
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connected, and semilocally simply connected subspace of X. We can 
define a boundary operatör on the sheaf of relative homotopy groups. In
fac t; for every g A, if [a]
-> (XA,Xp), then the homotopy class of a | S'

G S (X,A) with a: (E",S””^P )

: (S-\P^) (A,x^)

depends only on that a, so that we may define d*: S (XA) -> S (A) 
n n-1

by 3*([a]^) = [a | . Equivalently we may represent [a]^ g S^(X,A)
by a:
-4 (Aa^) and 9*([a]J = [a|l"\.

-> (X,A,X(^) and then we have a | I*”’: (I" M"•n-1 fn-1

O o

X
, n—1 , n—1

Lemma 1. The boundary operatör 9*: SJX,A) -> ^(A) is a sheaf
morphism.

Proof. Firstly, 9* is continuous. Let x g A c X and W(x) be a 
path connected öpen neighborhood of x in A. Let s: W(x) SJX,A) be 
a section and [a]^ g s(W). Then, s(W) is an öpen neighborhood of [a]^. 
If 9*([a]p = [Pl^ = [a I I”then there exists a section t: W(x) -> 

](A) and t(W) is an öpen neighborhood of [31 , and so for every x g 
W, 9*(s(Xj)) = 9*([aJ^) = [aJ 1"“']^ g t(W). Therefore 9*(s(W)) c t 
(W) and 9* is continuous. '

Secondly, 9* is a homomorphism: Let [a^]^ g S^(X,A) then it 
is clear that

rx n

9*([a ] + [a ]) = a*([a + al) = [(a + a) | I" *]. IX «^X 1 ^X 1 X

= [a, I I”-‘]^ + [a^ I = 9*([a;p + 9*([a^]p.
1 rx-'X X

Finally, 9* is a stalk preserving map: and are the natural
projections of S^(X,A) and S ^(A), respectively. For every [a]^ e S^(XA), 
<P,([ot] ) = X and (© o 9*)([a] ) = (p,0*([a] )) = (p ([a | ) = <p ([P1 )
= X, hence tPj = °

Lemma 2. Let the sheaves S (X) and S (Y) be given. A continuous 
n nn

map /: X —> Y induces a stalk preserving sheaf homomorphism of 
sheaves /*: S (X) S (Y). n n

Proof. [1,3].
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Lemma 3. Let the sheaves S (X,A) and S (Y,B) be given. A 
n n

continuous map /:(XA) (Y,B) induces a stalk preserving sheaf
homomorphism of sheaves /*: Sjj(XA) —>

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lcmma 2.

Lemma 4. For a map a: (E",S" * (X,A^(j). [«] = 0 in n 
,n-l(XA,X(,) e S^(XA) «=> a is homotopic, rel S

n

, to a map into A.

Proof. [2, p. 448 Theorem 5.8],

Lemma 5. For a map a: (S“Fy) (XAp). [a] = 0 in 7i]j(X,X(,) e 
S (X) <=> a has an extension a': E”^' 

n

Proof. [4, p. 36 Lemma 2.21],

We can now set up the sequence of the sheaves of homotopy groups 
of the pair (XA). Let i: (A,X()) -> (X,x^), j: (X,x^) -> (X,A), x^ e A, be 
the inciusion maps, then we have sheaf homomorphisms

i*: S_^(A) S„(X), j*: S_^(X) 1^ S^(X,A)
n n

and 3*: S (X,A) S (A) by Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. We have a sequence 
n n-l n-l

d* j*i*

- -> S„(A) S„(X) 1^ S,(XA) ...
i*

S/X) 1^ Sı(XA) So(A) So(X)

called the sheaf sequence of homotopy groups of the pair (X,A).

Theorem 1. The sequence of the sheaves of homotopy groups of the 
pair (X,A) is exact.

(Note that in this exact sequence the last three maps are not sheaf 
homomorphism, but only set maps. The kemel of a set map betvveen 
pointed sets is by definition the in verse image of the base point, i.e., they 
are just base-point preserving fiınctions. Exactness in this context is given 
by the same condition: “the image of each map is the kemel of the 
next”).

Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 is divided into six parts.
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(1) i* o 9* = 0. For if [a] G S_^^j(X,A) vvith a; (E"^\S"J’p) 
then a | S”: (S”J’p (A,Xp) represents 9*([a]), and i*9*([a]) 

is represented by i o (a | S“) vvhich has an extension to E”*\ Thus, by 

Lemma 5 i*9*([a]) = 0.

(2) j* O i* = 0. If [a] 6 s (A) vvith a: (I"D -> (Aa ), thenV / J • L J 0"’

j*i*([a]) is represented by (j o i) o a: (l”,!" 'j" j (X,A^(j), where a 
(I") c A. Since 1“ is contractible över itself to (0,0,...,0), then it follovvs 
that. j*i*([a]) = 0.

(3) 9* o j* = 0. If [a] e S (X) I with a: (I" j") (X,x 1, then 
9*j*([a]) is represented by j o (a | I" '): (I" ) -> (Aa^). but a(l“ j

= X(), so that 9*j*([a]) = 0.

(!') ker(i*) c Im(9*). If [a] e ker(i*), then a; (S"jP^p —> (A,X()) and 
i o a is nullhomotopic in X. By Lemma 5, a has an extension to a': 
(E"'^\S") -> (X,A) which represents [a'] e Jt^^j(X,A,x^) and 3*([a'])= [a], 

i.e., [a] e Im(9*).

(2') kerG*) c Im(i*), If [a] e kerG*), then a: (E”,S"“b (X,X(,)
and j o a: (E‘',S”“^J’(j) (X,A,X(^) is nullhomotopic. By Lemma 4, a is
homotopic, rel S"~\ to a map P: E" A. The map p represents an 
element [P] e S„(A) such that i*([P]) = [a]. Thus [a] e Im(i*).

(3') ker(9*) c ImG*). If [a] e ker(9*), then a: (E“,S“‘’^JP^) -> 
(XA,x^) and a | S““\ -> (A,X(j) is nullhomotopic. By the
homotopy 6Xtension property, a is homotopic to a map a': (E“,S“') —> 
(X,x ). Then a' represents [a'] e n (Xa ) such that j*([a']) = [a], i.e., 0 n o

[a] e ImG*).

Corollary 1. For any connected, locally path connected, and 
semilocally simply connected topological space X, S (X,X) = 0 for ali n> 1.

n

Now, if /: (XA) -> (Y,B) is a continuous map such that /(X) c Y, 
/(A) c B, then / induces homomorphisms

* * *
f.'- VK \mİB- -f.; s,(A) s.TO, ^s_(Y,B), 

by Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.
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We obtain a homomorphism betvveen the seguence of the sheaves of 
homotopy groups of the pairs {XA) and (Y,B);

**
nj+l

*

... S^j(XA) -> S„(A) S„(X) 1^ -> S„(XA) ...
/•i 

”1

*
/
.'nj+l •'n

*
‘“2

*
•'«2

- S^ı(Y3) S„(B) S„(Y) t S„(Y.B) ...

İt is then a matter of straight fonvard verification from the defınitions 
that the commutativity relations,

* * /„>V1 *
- tf } n^+H 02+1

*. * * .*
> f 1 = t f . > n Oj 02*' Bj+l'1

*, * _ .* r
•'"2’”! ~ '

n

hold between the homomorphisms of the sequences of the sheaves of 
homotopy groups of the pairs (XA) and (YJB). We say that )
is a homomorphism of the seguence of the sheaves of homotopy groups 
of the pair (XA) into the sequence of the sheaves of homotopy groups 
of the pair (Y3). If

* * * “1
(f„ as an isomorphism.

" “1 “2

.*

"2
are isomorphisms for ali n, we describe

Therefore, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let f: (Y3) be a continuous map. Then,* *
there exists a homomorphism Cf„ betvveen the sheaf sequences of 
homotopy groups of the pair (X,A) and (Y,B). Furthermore, if / is a * * *
topological map, then (f^ i® isomorphism.

3. THE SEQUENCE OF THE SHEAVES OF HOMOTOPY 
GROUPS OF A TRIPLE (XA3)

Let X be a connected, locally path connected, and semilocally simply 
connected topological space and A, B be öpen connected, locally path 
connected, and semilocally simply connected subspaces of X such that 
B c A c X. Let k: (A,B) «-> (X,B), l: (X,B) (X,A) be the inciusion
maps, then we have sheaf homomorphisms
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k*: S (AJB) S (X,B), I*: S (X,B) S (XA). 
n n n nn

by lemma 3. Furthermore, we have a boundary operatör 

3*^ İB

which, is defıned as the composite of

S (XA) -> S (A) and S (A) | -> S (A,B), 
n+l n n B nn n

where the first map is the boundary operatör of the sheaf sequence of 
homotopy groups of the pair (XA). Then we have the sequence of the 
sheaves of homotopy groups of the triple (XA,B)

a*
*

Ik
S^j(XA) İB -> S„(A3) S„(X3) S„(XA) 1^ ...

This sequence is called the sequence of the sheaves of homotopy groups 
of the triple (X,A,B).

Theorem 3. The sequence of the sheaves of homotopy groups of the 
triple (X,A,B) is exact.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1, together with certain
elementary facts. Firstly, that Z* o k* = 0 follows from commutativity of 
the diagram

s (A3) S (X,B) 
n n

4.I

S (AA.) -> S (XA) 
n n

of injections and corollary 1. Secondly, we will describe the proof that 
ker(k*) = Im(3*). Consider the diagram

S„(B)
3’ 4z i’ 'f+l * '

.♦
‘“1 ; i* n-

S„.ı(XA) İB S„(A) I, -^S„(X) I, 
j* . j* •'m •’n2
.*
Inj

'B

k*
S^(A3) ^S„(X3)

4- a;•n 
"1

4- a;)* 
"2

s ,(B)n-P ' S ,(B)

n "2
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T* *
Here i^, are homomorphisms of the sheaf sequence of the pair (XA);
. *
1 , 
»1

jn ’ n relate to the pair (A,B); and i,» relate to the pair (X,B).
• *1*By definition, we have 9* = j o ,•' ■'ıij n+1

, and the following ‘commutativity’

relations obviously hold:
. *. *
1 1

. * *, d*k* = 9 
»2 'n n.'1

l , 
”2 ‘1

. *. *
= J 1S" Ilı'1

1 k J

Now let [a] e S_^^ı(X,A)|g. Then 

k*9*([a]) = k*j*9;,([a]) = j ^.([a]) = 0,

= 0. Thus Im(3*) ez ker(k*). Now let [a] e S (A,B), and letsince i 9 ,1 ' 1 f , İL
k*([ot]) = O. Then 9^^ ([«])= 91c*([a])=0, so that by exactness, [a] = (EPl),

for any [p] e S (A) | Then 0 = k*([a]) = k*j*([P]) = j*i*([p]). «o that 
n D **

* *
by exactness, i^^ ([P]) = i^^ ([y]), for any [y] e S^(B). Thus

4t *' îk «k
i/[P] - İ„a7])) = İ„([P] - İ„«Y])) = 0,

whence, by exactness, [P] - i^^dy]) = 3„^j([5]), for any [S] e S^(X,A)|g,

and [a] = i’ttPl) = j.)® - i’([Tl)) = j* = 9*([8]), since j* i*= 
>*j n+1 1 1'"i

o, This shows that ker(k*) c lm(d*) and so completes the proof of the
assertion that ker(k*) lm(3*). Similarly routine diagram chasing
completes the proof of remaining assertions.

Now let (XA,B), (Y,CX)) be triples and f: (X,A.B) —> (Y,CT>) be a 
continuous map such that /(x) c: Y, c: C, and /(B) c D. Clearly 
the map f induces maps -> (Y,C), (A^) -> (CJ)),
and fy (X,B) (YJ)). Then f^, induce homomorphisms

1
*4; * 4:

fn- S„(XA)lg -> Sj^(Y,C)|j^, f^. S_^(CT)), f,: S^(X,B)

s (YX>) 
n

Then we obtain
* *

homomorphism between the sheaf
sequences of homotopy groups of the triples (X,A.B) and (Y.CJ))

a
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... S„,(XA) İB S^(A3) S„(X3) S„(XA) Ig ••■

Dj+l S "s ■^"1

»2
- S^ı(Y.C) S„(CJ)) S„(YJ)) S„(Y,O ...

Therefore we give the following theorem. The proof of this theorem 
is similar to Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. Let /: (X,A3) —> (Y,CJ)) be a continuous map. Then 
, . * * *

there exısts a homomorphism (f J ) between the seauences of the
“1 “2 “3

sheaves of homotopy groups of the triples (XAJ1) and (Y.CJD).
* * *

Furthermore, if / is a topological map, then ) is an isomorphism.
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